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In examining the teaching process of finals pronunciation, this thesis’ findings 
revealed that Thai students have a tendency to substitute Thai pronunciation when 
learning to speak Chinese. Although the Chinese and Thai finals are somewhat similar, 
the analysis of the contrastive pronunciation system between the two languages 
indicate that the two finals pronunciation systems are not identical. In addition, the 
findings indicate that Thai students had tendencies to pronounce Chinese finals using 
the Thai pronunciation system (i.e., Chinese negative transfer). The thesis findings 
offers some suggestions to help correct the pronunciation problem in general and the 
pronunciation substitution in particular. Specifically, the thesis findings suggest that 
language teachers begin the first language lesson by discussing the distinction 
between the Chinese and Thai finals pronunciation. 
This thesis also proposed three pedagogical practices that aim to reduce Thai 
students’ tendency to engage in pronunciation substitution. These practices include 
classroom teaching methods, teaching’s material design, and student’s learning 
strategies. 
The thesis was organized into three main parts and further sub-divided into five 
chapters as follows: 
Chapter 1: Introduction. The statement of problem as to why Thai students had 
difficulties studying and pronouncing Chinese and the research goals of this thesis 
were discussed. 
Chapter 2: The Chinese and Thai pronunciation (finals) system contrastive 
analysis was described. The comparison between Chinese and Thai finals 
pronunciation was then discussed. Finally, possible causes that resulted in the Thai 
students’ pronunciation error were examined. 
Chapter 3: The research design to study the problems associated with the 
Chinese finals pronunciation was discussed. The researcher utilized both the survey 
















Chapter 4: Findings. The findings were organized into three pedagogical topics: 
classroom teaching methods, teaching’s material selection and design, student’s 
learning strategies. 
Chapter 5: Conclusion. This chapter discusses studying difficulties and 
countermeasures to overcome these difficulties. The chapter ends with suggestions to 
improve research and future research implication. 
The author of this thesis hopes that the current research findings will help 
advance the Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language research. The findings of this 
thesis research provides opportunities for future researchers to further develop 
innovative teaching and learning methods to help Thai students increase their success 
when learning the Chinese finals pronunciation. Future innovative teaching and 
learning methods should aim to eliminate the students’ tendencies to substitute 
Chinese finals pronunciation with Thai finals pronunciation and consequently, 
improve the Thai students’ Chinese pronunciation. 
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师举例子时用 he 太多而没有或很少用 she 就会导致学生在以后造句时在该用 she
的时候也无意识地用 he。 






（4）第二语言学习策略(Strategies of second language learning)。 
是学习者为了解决学习问题而采取的方法，对中介语的发展有直接的影响。 
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二、第二语言习得（Second Language Acquisitions） 
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